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The One Too Many
The Museum of Foreign Literature, Science and Art
"Another winning marriage of romance and wit in this delightful Regency."-Publishers Weekly Starred Review of Lady Vivian
Defies a Duke From the Betting Book at Brook's Gentleman's Club: Wager: £2,000 that Lord Ellis will throw the first punch
when he discovers Lord Throne is wooing a certain duke's sister. All Bets Are Off When the Game is Love Lady Gabrielle is
thrilled when Anthony Keaton, earl of Ellis, asks for her hand in marriage. She's not so pleased when he then leaves the
country and four months pass without a word. Clearly, the scoundrel has changed his mind and is too cowardly to tell her.
There's nothing to do but go back on the marriage mart When Anthony returns to town and finds his ultimate rival has set
sights on Gabby, his continual battle of one-upmanship with Sebastian Thorne ceases to be a game. Anthony is determined
to win back the woman who holds his heart-but he's not expecting Gabby herself to up the stakes Rival Rogues series: One
Rogue Too Many In Bed with a Rogue The Best of Both Rogues

Wicked Rivals
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Dark Rival
Rakes and Rogues
"Everything Regency fans love."-Publishers Weekly Starred Review of Miss Hillary Schools a Scoundrel The worst thing Mr.
Benjamin Hillary ever did was leave his bride-to-be on their wedding day. The hardest thing he will ever have to do is watch
her marry another man. After two long years abroad, Ben finds Eve every bit as captivating as she was the first time he saw
her, and he vows to set things right. Lady Eve Thorne has a new man in her life, and Ben is nothing but trouble. She is no
longer a starry-eyed young woman, and now that he's back, he can go hang for all she cares. At least that's what she keeps
telling herself Rival Rogues series: One Rogue Too Many In Bed with a Rogue The Best of Both Rogues Praise for One Rogue
Too Many: "Filled with humor and witty repartee Grace woos readers in true Regency style."-Publishers Weekly "A merry
romp Grace captures the essence and atmosphere of the era."-RT Book Reviews

The Rival Races, Or, The Sons of Joel : a Legendary Romance
Works; Containing Plain-dealer, Country-wife, Gentleman-dancing-master [and] Love in a
Wood
The School for Scandal and The Rivals
A golden man, he is called Black Royce—a battle-hardened soldier of the gods. His vows are his life—until he is sent to New
York City to protect a Healer from those who would use her powers for themselves. The moment Royce sees beautiful, feisty
Allie Monroe, he knows she will be his only weakness—and he is right. Allie Monroe is more than an heiress. She is a Healer,
willing to do anything to save victims of the evil that lurks in the city at night. But alone, she can do only so much—until
destiny sends her the darkest Highlander of them all. Then evil strikes and Royce is destroyed before Allie's eyes. Now Allie
will do anything to save Royce—even if it means going back in time to a dark, dangerous world. Confronting their enemies
could cost not only their lives, but their love—for all eternity.
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Bloodring
Bulletin of the John Rylands Library
When William Stafford, Baron De Broke, learns that Jane, his first and only love, has been commanded by the king to marry
his long-time rival, he vows to get even. Not only had John De Vere, Earl of Harmton stolen his lands and wealth, but now he
would have the woman William planned to wed. William plans the perfect revenge when he learns that John De Vere has a
daughter of marriageable age.Lady Elizabeth De Vere, Earl of Harmton's beautiful daughter, would rather become a nun
than wed the man her father has chosen for her. When she approaches a handsome stranger at her father's wedding and
asks for help escaping the castle, she has no idea that she is providing the perfect opportunity to her father's rival.When
William marries Elizabeth, there is an attraction neither can deny. When news of their marriage spreads to Harmton Castle,
it sets off a series of events which trap them in a diabolical web of love and lies. Will William and Elizabeth find love, or be
forever separated by lies?

Our Rival, the Rascal
The Rival Crusoes
For fans of Philippa Gregory! The final book in The Lacey Chronicles offers another captivating tale of romance, deception
and destiny. England, 1586 Mercy Hart, daughter of one of London's wealthiest and most devout cloth merchants, is
expected to marry her equal in rank and piety. Certainly not Kit Turner, a lowly actor and playboy, who also happens to be
the late Earl of Dorset's illegitimate son. But when a chance encounter throws them together, Kit instantly falls for the
beautiful Mercy's charms . . . and Mercy can't deny the passion that Kit stirs within her. She seems ready to defy her
father's wishes--ready to renounce her family and her family name for true love. Then Kit finds himself accused treason. Will
Mercy have the strength to stand by him? Or will she succumb to pressure and break his heart? From the Hardcover edition.

The Lacey Chronicles #3: The Rogue's Princess
Fans of Julia Quinn’s Bridgerton Series and Johanna Lindsey’s Malory Series will love the passionate romances and gripping
adventures of the League of Rogues. A LORD WITH LEGENDARY CONTROL Merciless and powerful, Ashton Lennox is a
wealthy man because he puts business before everything else, especially love. As a member of the infamous League of
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Rogues, he’s no stranger to scandal. His bedroom conquests are as legendary as his fortune. As he searches for a way to
bring down an old enemy bent on destroying the lives of his friends, the last thing he needs is a Scottish widow getting in
his way. A FIERY WOMAN WHO WON’T BACK DOWN The daughter of a Scottish lord with a dark and treacherous past,
Rosalind Melbourne has spent years distancing from her past. After escaping her tyrannical father and marrying an aging
English lord, she has become a powerful widow with a business empire at her command. Her business dealings are
everything to her, leaving her no time for love. Especially not with her business rival Ashton, a man with a scandalous
reputation as striking as his blue eyes. A GAME OF WITS TURNS TO A GAME OF SEDUCTION Ashton is fascinated by the
strong-willed, intelligent and sensual lady who, up until now, had outsmarted him at every turn. Rosalind wishes she could
deny she is falling for the brooding, handsome baron. How can she possibly trust him when doing so could cost her what
she values most—her freedom? When Ashton discovers Rosalind might hold the key to saving the League of Rogues, he
knows he will do anything to woo his wicked lass. As their pasts return to haunt them and dark forces rise to keep them
from exposing a deadly spymaster, their game of love turns to a game of survival Warning: This book includes a brooding
baron who’s wild in bed, a crafty Scottish lass who never knows when to quit, a wicked game of strip chess, and a merry
band of rogues whose first instinct is to run they hear wedding bells ring.

Christmas Number
The common law and its rivals
The Outline of Knowledge: The romance of evolution, by F. H. Martens
The Rivals and The School for Scandal
Within hours of the September 11 attacks, Sean M. Maloney deciphered that Osama bin Laden and al Qaeda were the
aggressors behind the despicable act. A war in Afghanistan then was inevitable. As a military historian, Maloney was
determined to go there to study and record the events for posterity, if for no other reason than the education of his future
students at Canada's Royal Military College. What resulted is an in-depth and up-close look at the planning stages,
deployment, and aftermath of Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan. In Enduring the Freedom, Maloney presents a
rare on-the-spot view from such important locations as Kabul, Bagram, and Kandahar. He describes the American-led
intervention in Afghanistan and the conduct of the war through early 2003, then discusses the events of 2003 from the
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three locales in detail. Some critics contend that the war in Afghanistan is another Vietnam. Maloney rebuts that appraisal,
pointing out that as opposed to the vague language of the Vietnam era, American objectives were clearly stated for
Afghanistan. Those objectives were: to destroy al Qaeda's networks, training camps, resources, and communication
systems; to destroy any governmental entity providing support or sanctuary to al Qaeda; and to undertake reconstruction
efforts to ensure international terrorists can never again use the country as a base. The first objective has more or less
been achieved. How to accomplish the last two is still widely debated, and Maloney offers some insightful thoughts and
opinions. Finally, he offers educated advice going forward in the hopeful completion of Operation Enduring Freedom.

Enduring the Freedom
THREE ENGLISH COMEDIES: SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER; THE RIVALS; THE SCHOOL FOR
SCANDAL
Career Book
Menander
"Everything Regency fans love." -Publishers Weekly starred Review of Miss Hillary Schools a Scoundrel He's the Talk of the
Town The whole town is tittering about Baron Sebastian Thorne having been jilted at the altar. Every move he makes ends
up in the gossip columns. Tired of being the butt of everyone's jokes, Sebastian vows to restore his family's reputation no
matter what it takes. She's the Toast of the Ton Feted by the crème of society, the beautiful widow Lady Prestwick is a
vision of all that is proper. But Helena is no angel, and when Sebastian uncovers her dark secret, he's quick to press his
advantage. In order to keep her hard-won good name, Helen will have to make a deal with the devil. But she's got some
tricks up her sleeves to keep this notorious rogue on his toes Rival Rogues series: One Rogue Too Many In Bed with a Rogue
The Best of Both Rogues Praise for One Rogue Too Many: "Filled with humor and witty repartee Grace woos readers in true
Regency style." -Publishers Weekly "Charming Grace captures the essence and atmosphere of the era." -RT Book Reviews

Rivals
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Good words, ed. by N. Macleod
The Dramatic Works of Wycherley, Congreve, Vanbrugh, and Farquhar
The Dramatic Works of Wycherley, Congreve, Vanburgh and Farquhar
Publications of the University of Manchester
The Outline of Knowledge
In Bed with a Rogue
The Romance of Evolution
The Rivals; and Tracy's Ambition
Jane Yellowrock is a shapeshifting skinwalker you don’t want to cross—especially if you’re one of the undead… For a
vampire killer like Jane, having Leo Pellisier as a boss took some getting used to. But now, someone is out to take his place
as Master Vampire of the city of New Orleans, and is not afraid to go through Jane to do it. After an attack that’s tantamount
to a war declaration, Leo knows his rival is both powerful and vicious, but Leo’s not about to run scared. After all, he has
Jane. But then, a plague strikes, one that takes down vampires and makes their masters easy prey. Now, to uncover the
identity of the vamp who wants Leo’s territory, and to find the cause of the vamp-plague, Jane will have to go to
extremes…and maybe even to war.

His Rival's Daughter
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In a near future world marked by apocalyptic religious strife, Thorn St. Croix, a powerful neomage living secretly among
humankind, channels her gift of stone-magery into jewelry making, until a handsome police officer, Thaddeus Bartholomew,
comes into her life, changing everything. Reprint.

The Best of Both Rogues
Studies in MENANDER
The rivals. Tracy's ambition. By the author of 'The collegians'. by G. Griffin
Rivals is both the ultimate directory of football derbies and a collection of the stats that 'really matter' for the English
League Clubs. Forget the dry and oft-quoted football facts, 'Rivals' arms the reader with a completely new set of fan-based
stats. Find out which club has the highest 'nutter rating' (arrests per 1,000 attendance), or the worst 'Your ground's too big
for you' ranking! Which club offers their supporters the worst 'Fans' value-for-money' (admission price as a ratio of 5 year
league position!) There are many intriguing, often funny, stories behind the web of little publicised, though frequently
intense, rivalries between clubs and fans. With many contributions from supporters, the book examines the extraordinary
cult of British Football Derbies, looking at the inter-town and regional biases, stereotypes, and opinions that fans have about
their footballing rivals. At 240pp, Rivals is a light-hearted collection of statistics, fans' testimony and boundless trivia. The
book uncovers the amusing, bizarre, and sometimes alarming portraits of the intensity of fans' feelings, and the way in
which they perceive other teams, towns and cities. It has a clear format pulling together diverse facts. Attractively designed
with information given under headings allowing the reader to compare various facts on a club-to-club basis, the text can be
read from cover to cover or dipped into.

A Concordance to the Plays of Shakespeare
Death's Rival
The Rogue and the Rival
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One Rogue Too Many
Traces the evolution of English drama during the eighteenth century, examining the movements, actors, playwrights, and
theatres. Includes scenes from three plays.

The Twin Rivals, a Comedy
The wild gallant. The rival-ladies. The Indian queen. The Indian Emperor. Secret love, or the
maiden queen
Six long years have passed since Angela Sullivan set eyes on a man. Six years since the man she loved ruined her—and her
parents banished her to Stanbrook Abbey, where she’s now preparing to take her vows of poverty, obedience, and chastity.
But when the abbey takes in a handsome—if impudent—injured rogue, it will take divine intervention for Angela to quell her
sinful thoughts. If Lord Phillip were not in such pain from his riding accident, he would consider himself lucky to be staying
in a building full of women. But his rakish reputation has preceded him. True, Phillip may not be his angelic twin brother, but
as days become weeks, his thoughts of Angela grow nobler—even as Angela’s thoughts of him become less than holy. . . .
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